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Quantum Interference Scattering of Aligned Molecules: Bonding inO4 and Role
of Spin Coupling
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Molecular beam experiments on collisions between oxygen molecules were performed at low energy
and high angular resolution to permit observation of the “glory” interference effect. A novel technique
for aligning the rotational angular momentum of the colliding molecules is exploited. Analysis of
total scattering cross section data yields for the O2-O2 bond an energy of1.65 6 0.08 kJ ? mol21 for
the most stable configuration (parallel molecules) at a distance of0.356 6 0.007 nm. These results
indicate that most of the bonding in the dimer comes from electrostatic (van der Waals) forces but
chemical (spin-spin) contributions are not negligible. [S0031-9007(98)08079-X]

PACS numbers: 34.20.Gj, 34.50.–s
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The interactions of molecular oxygen are of vital im
portance in a number of fields such as combustion a
particularly, atmospheric physics and chemistry. Desp
continuing efforts, some of the processes linked to the
lease and recombination of oxygen in its various forms a
still far from being properly understood. Among these
those involving the oxygen dimersO2d2 are particularly
interesting both for the peculiar nature of the bond [1,
and for their relation to the atmospheric ozone and atom
oxygen balance, through the highly endothermic reacti
2O2 ! O3 1 O, or its inverse [3]. Comparison betwee
observations [4] and predictions of reactive dynamical ca
culations [4–6] points out the need for a characterizati
of the O4 potential energy surfaces [7] more accurate th
those presently available. Interaction in the dimer strong
influences also gaseous transport properties [8], hetero
neous matrix spectroscopy [9], and magnetic couplings a
dynamics in solid O2 [10]. For the latter, three different
phases, two of which are paramagnetic, are known but th
modeling is not fully understood. Finally, spectra of th
dimers show several weak absorption bands [11]. Th
are observed in the atmosphere and in oxygen under p
sure or as a liquid and their assignment is far from com
plete. Some occur in the same wavelength range as
Chappuis bands of ozone, hence affecting measuremen
stratospheric ozone [11]. The intermolecular potential
the oxygen dimer continues to pose a challenge to the t
ory of weak chemical bonds, beyond van der Waals forc
Indeed, because of the open shell nature of the oxyg
molecules in their3S2

g ground electronic state, the inter
action in the dimer depends not only on the intermolec
lar distance and on the relative orientation between tw
molecules, but also on the coupling of their spins [12
This originates a singlet ground potential energy surfa
and two excited ones, of triplet and quintet character.

Ewing et al. [13] were the first to reveal clearly the
presence ofsO2d2 dimers in the gas phase, by spectro
scopic studies at low temperature in the IR and visib
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range. From the analysis of the collision induced a
sorption spectrum they concluded that the dimer, a flop
molecule, is stabilized both in the ground and the excit
electronic state [dissociating to O2 s1Dd 1 O2 s1Dd] by a
weak bond of van der Waals nature with well depths
1.0 and0.6 kJ ? mol21, respectively. They also give an
equilibrium distance of,0.35 nm tentatively associated
with a parallel (H-like) geometry but provide no informa-
tion on spin coupling and on the dependence of the int
action on the mutual orientation of the molecules.

As for the magnetic properties of oxygen dimers in th
gas phase an early study [14] of Stern-Gerlach deflect
spectra found O4 molecules, formed in a supersoni
molecular beam, to be paramagnetic. More recently [1
similar deflection spectra have lead to the conclusion th
the ground state is a singlet and there is no net populat
in the beam of the paramagnetic triplet state.

Among the large number of theoretical calculations fo
the dimer potential energy surfaces, we mention recent
of ab initio [12], semi-ab initio [16], and semiempirical
[6] methods. For the singlet ground state, values for t
well depth in the D2h configuration ranging from 0.29 [17]
to 2.36 kJ ? mol21 [18] are reported.

This report presents the first detailed experimen
characterization of the interactions in the gas pha
O2-O2 dimer, including an assessment of the spin-sp
coupling, from molecular beam scattering studies.
these experiments total cross section data, as a func
of the collision velocityy, are obtained by measuring
the attenuation of a velocity selected O2 molecular beam
when it crosses a scattering chamber filled with the O2
target gas.

The total scattering cross section is a quantum
mechanical observable which finds its optical analo
as the “shadow” which the target molecules cast o
the detector when struck by the wave of the projecti
molecules. Superimposed to its monotonic decrease
a function ofy one may see an oscillatory behavior, th
© 1998 The American Physical Society 69
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“glory,” which arises because of interference effects du
to different pathways in the forward direction. The hig
angular resolution of these experimentss.5 3 1024 radd,
where the lowest detectable deflection angle is mu
smaller than a critical angle arising because of the unc
tainty principle, is crucial to measure the true quantu
cross section. Furthermore, the collision energy is so lo
that attractive interactions prevail. These interaction
vary with intermolecular distanceR, as R26, and this
leads to an average dependence of the cross section
relative velocity asy22y5. The glory pattern, observable
when the de Broglie wavelength is of the same magnitu
as the range of the potential, provides unique informatio
on the features of the well.

Following the guidelines of our previous determina
tion of potential energy surfaces interaction of O2 with
rare gases [19], we have measured total integral cro
sections in the thermal energy range using beams
oxygen molecules in different internal states, as produc
under both effusive and supersonic conditions. H
effusive beams contain fast rotating and random
oriented molecules, while the “seeding” phenomeno
associated with the supersonic expansion naturally lea
to a rotational cooling and to a strong alignment of th
rotational angular momentum. This phenomenon can
exploited to produce beams of projectile molecule
slowly rotating with a controlled alignment degree
[20]. Collisional experiments with “hot” effusive beams
mainly probe the isotropic component of the inter
action potential while those performed with aligne
oxygen molecules uniquely probe the anisotropy of th
surfaces [19].

An early attempt [21], made with no alignment contro
leads to an estimate of the interaction averaged over
mutual molecular orientations (the suggested well dep
1.10 kJ ? mol21, at a distance of 0.394 nm, has to b
compared with the spin averagedV 000 in Table I).

Total cross sectionsQsyd from an effusive beam of
O2 are plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 1 as a functio
of collision velocity. The high rotational temperature
of oxygen projectiles (,103 K, several rotational states
result populated, withK  9 13 as most probable)
and the low translational temperature of the target O2
molecules (frozen at 90 K) allow the resolution of thre
glory extrema (two minima and one maximum).

Total cross sections from supersonic seeded bea
of O2 (essentially in the ground rotational state,K 
1 [20,22]) have been measured at various alignme
degrees of the O2 projectile molecule, given by the
ratio W0yW1 of the weights for the two possibleK
projections (0 or 1). The alignment degree, obtaine
by paramagnetism measurements [20] and confirmed
molecular scattering experiments [19], can be varied in
controlled way [19]. The two extreme cases are report
in the lower panel of Fig. 1 where each point is th
average of several measurements. The dependence
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velocity is obtained from 20 different mixtures of 2.5%
O2 in carrier gases such as H2, He, and Ne in varying
compositions [19].

The figure clearly shows that, to an increase
W0yW1 —in comparison with the rotationally hot beam
case—there correspond both an increase in the aver
absolute value of the cross sections and a shift of the glo
extrema towards higher velocities. Both these effects a
a manifestation of the anisotropy of the interaction.

In the analysis of the present experiments we provi
a representation of the surfaces as a harmonic expans
whose moments depend on intermolecular distance, wh
the dependence on the three angles describing mu
orientations is given by spherical harmonics. A min
mum of four moments, to be determined by fittin
experimental data, are needed to characterize the f
basic configuration of the dimer (to be referred to i
Table I). The first term of the expansion,V 000sRd,
represents the isotropic component of the interaction (t
average on the relative molecular orientations), wh
the other threefV 202sRd, V 220sRd, V 222sRdg, describe the
overall anisotropy. The spin-spin interaction is include
in all terms although its main contribution is expecte
in V 000.

Data from rotationally hot effusive beam scattering giv
the input for the initial estimate ofV 000, to be further re-
fined by trial and error. The oxygen molecules in th
scattering chamber have a sufficiently high rotational tem
peratures,90 Kd to be considered as fast rotating an
to behave effectively as a spherical target for the proje
tiles. Under these conditions (fast rotating molecules) t
orientation anisotropy is expected to average out (as
the similar case of the N2-N2 system [23]) while the

TABLE I. Equilibrium distancesRm and binding energiesE
for singlet, triplet, quintet, and for spin-averaged potentials
selected geometries for the oxygen dimer system as obtaine
present work. Corresponding results for the N2-N2 interaction
(reported in parentheses) are shown for comparison.
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FIG. 1. Cross sectionsQsyd for the O2-O2 system (multiplied
by y2y5 to emphasize the glory structure; see text) as
function of the beam velocityy. Upper panel: Scattering
of a rotationally “hot” effusive beam of O2 with a rotational
distribution peaked aroundK . 11. In this case, anisotropy
effects due to the relative mutual orientations can be neglect
dot-dashed curve is calculated excluding spin-spin interactio
dashed curve is obtained considering the scattering on the th
potential energy curves of singlet, triplet, and quintet charact
Lower panel: Typical data for scattering of rotationally “cold
supersonic seeded beams of molecular oxygen at alignm
ratios W0yW1  1y2 (squares) and 4 (triangles). Continuou
curves are quantum mechanical close coupling calculations (
text). Dashed curve is as above and is repeated for comparis

spin-spin interaction removes the degeneracy of the th
spin surfaces and manifests itself in a quenching of t
glory amplitude. The minor but not negligible quench
ing effect of the glory undulations (see the upper pan
of the figure and compare also with Fig. 2 of [23]) is d
rect evidence of the relatively small but measurable ro
of the spin-spin interaction with respect to electrostat
(van der Waals) forces. These data allow us to give
quantitative estimate of such a role.

The supersonic beams contain aligned oxyg
molecules which are in their ground rotational state a
therefore experience a much longer rotational peri
with respect to the molecules in the scattering chamb
The cross sections measured under these conditi
are a source of information for the termV 202 of the
orientational anisotropy (which represents the effecti
anisotropy for a “diatomic-pseudoatom” interactio
[23]). Such a term provides the main contribution to th
interaction anisotropy, particularly for the approach o
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the molecules at long range and at distances relevant
the bonding in the dimer.

The final analysis includes simultaneously scatterin
data and second virial coefficients [24,25], allowing th
determination of the two remaining (smaller but no
negligible) contributions to the interaction anisotrop
[26]. Curves in the lower panel of the figure are th
results of quantum mechanical close coupling scatteri
calculations on our best-fit potential energy surfaces us
as before [19] theMOLSCAT [27] package. The second
virial coefficients are reproduced within experimenta
errors over the entire temperature range. Functional for
for the moments which allow the representation of th
three surfaces are given in full form in Ref. [26] and ar
available for distribution on request.

Table I reports two main features (equilibrium dis
tancesRm and binding energiesE) for singlet, triplet,
and quintet potential energy surfaces for the four b
sic geometries. Absolute uncertainties are estimated
60.1 kJymole forE and60.01 nm for Rm. Relative val-
ues are accurate to the digits given. Data for the avera
over spin states, which represent the pure van der Wa
interaction, are also shown. The corresponding data
the N2-N2 system as determined very recently in ou
laboratory [23] are given for comparison. The planar rec
angularH geometry is seen to be the most favorable f
the ground singlet state of the dimer (this is in agreeme
with a recent theoretical result [16]) while a geometry qui
close to theT shape is the most stable forsN2d2. This
can be attributed to the non-negligible role of quadrupol
quadrupole interaction for the nitrogen case [23].

Indeed, the nature of these interactions can be sho
to be mainly due to pure van der Waals forces [28], th
spin-spin interaction being only of the order of,15%—
perhaps less than would have been anticipated by Pau
[2], but larger than maintained by others [12].

Our estimate of the spin-spin coupling term in th
distance range corresponding to that for the equilibriu
of the dimer can be an ingredient for modeling magne
properties in solid O2. The characterization of the three
surfaces will contribute to assign features of absorpti
spectra, and of spectral line broadening due to dim
formation. Moreover, since the bond length and thu
the polarizability of O2 molecules, do not appreciably
change for excitation to the metastable electronic excit
states 1D and 1S (see also [16]), the corresponding
excited surfaces of the dimer, for which the spin-sp
coupling is absent, are expected to behave similarly to
van der Waals component of the ground state.

All these surfaces are relevant for the elementary pr
cesses of atmospheric science and in general are expe
to be of use for calculations of transport properties and f
modeling the gas dynamics of systems involving oxyge
molecules, oxygen atoms, and ozone.
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